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**Story Mapper’s Role**

1. Choose a story map or graphic organizer:
   * Character Map
   * Story Elements Map
   * Venn Diagram
   * Other
2. Map the story using the graphic organizer.
3. Be prepared to explain the parts of your map to your team. Tell why you chose to use that story map.
4. Provide a photocopy of your map to each of your Circle members.

**Tips for Story Mappers**

- Use the example character traits
- Look at how the character changes throughout the book
- Identify a problem/conflict – what is it and how is it resolved
- Choose main events or characters for comparison – rather than minor events or characters
- Ask other Circle members for their input

**Bibliographic details of the text:**

**Genre:**

You will need to select a different story map or graphic organiser to complete every week.

*Please insert copies of relevant story maps / graphic organisers.*